To verify that all of our European suppliers comply with EU REACH Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 we do an assessment of each supplier. Main suppliers have certified that they are REACH approved or have implemented a REACH project.

Importers are obliged to register substances they import in quantities over 1 ton per year. The registration requirement applies to substances on their own, in preparations and in articles under special conditions (intentional release). After a careful assessment of the substances imported into the EU by Lindab Ventilation it is the Company’s assessment that none of the substances require (pre-) registration.

Lindab certify, to the best of our knowledge, that no global ventilation products contain Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) above the specified limits as listed by the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) under the provisions of Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the council concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) per the ECHA 20/12/2010 and previous updates.

The status of the candidate list (SVHC) will continue to be monitored, as established under Article 33 of REACH to inform product recipients and consumers if any substance or preparations of an article contains more than 0.1% by weight per article of any substance that is added to the SVHC candidate list in the future.

The current candidate list can be found on the European Chemicals Agency Website: http://echa.europa.eu/candidate-list-table

This declaration of conformity is established under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer identified in point 5.

Signed for and on behalf of the manufacturers by:
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Torbjörn Bruzelius
Strategic Product Manager Ventilation Products
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